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PUBLIC PRINTER TO SPEAK AT  
WHITE HOUSE  

ENVIRONMENTAL EVENT  
 
WHO:  Public Printer Bob Tapella will speak at the first GreenGov Symposium.  He was invited by The White 
House Council on Environmental Quality to discuss how the employees at the U.S. Government Printing Office 
(GPO) have been successful in practicing sustainable environmental stewardship.  Tapella will address how 
GPO’s green initiatives have become a model for others to learn from at the “Waste Reduction in Office” 
session at the event. 
 
WHAT:  The White House Council on Environmental Quality will hold the first GreenGov Symposium on 
October 5-7, 2010, hosted by The George Washington University on its Foggy Bottom Campus in Washington, 
D.C.  The 2010 GreenGov Symposium represents the first time the Obama Administration will bring together 
leaders from federal, state and local governments, nonprofit and academic communities and the private sector to 
identify opportunities around greening the federal government. During the three day educational event, 
participants will share challenges and best practices, and discuss cutting-edge approaches for the future.  For 
more information:  http://www.whitehouse.gov/greengov/symposium 
 
WHEN: 
Wednesday, October 6, 2010 
10:30 a.m. 
 
WHERE: 
George Washington University 
Washington, D.C. 
 
ABOUT GPO:  The GPO is the federal government’s primary centralized resource for gathering, cataloging, 
producing, providing, authenticating, and preserving published U.S. government information in all its forms. 
GPO is responsible for the production and distribution of information products and services for all three 
branches of the federal government. In addition to publication sales, GPO makes government information 
available at no cost to the public through GPO’s Federal Digital System (www.fdsys.gov) and through 
partnerships with approximately 1,220 libraries nationwide participating in the Federal Depository Library 
Program. For more information, please visit www.gpo.gov.  Follow GPO on Twitter http://twitter.com/USGPO 
and on YouTube http://www.youtube.com/user/gpoprinter. 
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